
 
 

 

How Comfortable Are You with Conflict? 

1. When confronted with a potential conflict, do you: 

A. Try make sure the other person does not get upset.  

B. Take a problem-solving approach where all sides figure out what we can agree on and  

what we are willing to give up.  

C. Make sure others know your views.  

D. Prefer a “give and take” solution to problems where both sides make adjustments.  

E. Stall in order to take some time to think about problems before approaching them.  

 

2. In a conversation, do you: 

A. Know what you want and I go for it.  

B. Prefer to talk about problems directly 

C. Prefer to figure out what the fairest outcome would be from everyone’s perspective.  

D. Hold back and let others figure out how to resolve the conflict.   

E. Focus on similarities rather than differences in views.  

 

3. In the midst of conflict, do you: 

A. Aim to convince others that you are right.  

B. Prefer to discuss problems openly so that they can be worked out right away.  

C. If the other person can agree to disagree, I can do the same.  

D. Try to pay attention to the other person’s opinions when we are working out problems.  

E. Keep my views to myself in order to avoid conflict.  

 

4. During a potentially confrontational conversation: 

A. I tell others when something is wrong so that we can work together to make it right.  

B. I try to make sure others understand my reasoning and why I am right.  

C. I’m willing to give up my own views if it will help the other person feel better.  

D. I try to find a way for different sides to meet half-way in a conflict.  

E. I feel that sometimes conflicts are better left not discussed.  

 

5. My philosophy about confrontations is: 

A. I like to resolve problems through negotiating.  

B. I try to make sure everyone’s concerns are addressed.  

C. I want everyone to walk away happy.  

D. I aim to get what I want.  

E. I like to avoid uncomfortable situations when possible.  

This quiz is based on the TKI instrument, published by CPP, Inc 

  



 
 

 

 

Review your answers using the key on the right. Did you respond to 

conflict in one style or does not style dominate your responses? 

Learn more about each type on the following page. 

 

1. When confronted with a potential conflict, do you: 

A. =  A  

B. =  E 

C. =  C 

D. =  D 

E. =  B 

 

2. In a conversation, do you: 

A. =  C 

B. =  E 

C. =  D 

D. =  B 

E. =  A 

 

3. In the midst of conflict, do you: 

A. =  C 

B. =  E 

C. =  D 

D. =  A 

E. =  B 

 

4. During a potentially confrontational conversation: 

A. =  E 

B. =  C 

C. =  A 

D. =  D 

E. =  B 

 

5. My philosophy about confrontations is: 

A. =  D 

B. =  E 

C. =  A 

D. =  C 

E. =  B 



 
 

 

Conflict Resolution Types 

Accommodator Accommodators have a harmonizing approach to conflict. They often focus on 
supporting others in a conflict situation and are adept at placating people in 
uncomfortable situations. Accommodators often gain strong appreciation from 
others involved in a conflict.  
 
Weaknesses: Accommodators may build up resentment from denying their own 
needs. It also may be difficult for those who want to get to the root of the problem 
to work with Accommodators who tend to focus on making others happy. 

Avoider Avoiders tend to step away from conflict. They often keep their opinions to 
themselves in conflict situations so as not to continue or escalate the conflict. They 
are often admired for having a calming, quiet presence in the face of crisis.  
 
Weaknesses: Avoiders sometimes keep their feelings bottled up and then aren’t 
able to meet their own needs. This can result in a frustrating buildup of emotions. 

Competer Competers are known for being persuasive and direct. They know the result they 
want in a conflict situation, and they go for it. Their strengths are that they are 
often passionate about their views and dedicated to pursuing their convictions. 
Competers are good at making quick decisions, and tend not to waste time, which 
is especially helpful in the time of crisis.  
 
Weakness: Sometimes Competers wind up with unequal relationships with others, 
and feelings of others can be hurt or overlooked with their decision-making style.  

Compromiser Compromisers approach conflict with the goal of compromise. They tend to think 
about what they are willing to give up and what they are willing to hold on to, and 
try to gear communication to focus on this give and take for all parties. It is a good 
way to promote cooperation. It can be done fairly quickly when both parties are 
engaged.  
 
Weaknesses: Sometimes neither party really winds up with what he/she wants. It 
can also be viewed as a Band-Aid approach that doesn’t really get to the root of a 
conflict.  

Problem Solver Problem Solvers tend to want to discuss all the details of a problem and work 
through it together so that everyone gets what he or she wants and is happy in the 
end. Their strengths are that they tend to welcome differences, build high-levels of 
trust and mutual understanding in relationships. There is also the potential to 
learn from creative problem solving.  
 
Weaknesses: When time is a factor, it is difficult to spend the energy and time 
needed to process the way Problem Solvers tend do. There is also the potential for 
burnout from over-processing.  

 


